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Worksheet 5: 

Fill in the blanks with the proper word from the word bank. Some 

words are repeated for better understanding. 

 

 

1. Madison is ______________ down all of the loose objects in the 

backyard to hold them down for the storm. 

2. “I do not want to see you boys ______________ anything or 

anyone while you are playing outside,” his mother warned. 

3. We did not believe her when she told us that she could 

______________ the future. 

4. I am not as ______________ as my partner is about things, so I 

don’t feel the need for it to be perfect. 

5. We watched the seal ______________ across the rock so 

smoothly and easily. 

lashing       battering        predict       painstaking      glide       propel        

loyal           lash                batter         predicted       glides      propelled 
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6. Do not ______________ me; I do not need your help to get 

started moving. 

7. You are a ______________ member of the team, always striving 

to make things great. 

8. The penguins ______________ themselves through the icy cold 

water as they played with each other. 

9. She ______________ across the field in her soccer uniform so 

swiftly. 

10. Phil ______________ that we were going to have a pop quiz 

today, and he was right! 

11. Do not ______________ the mud like that because you are 

splattering muddy water everywhere. 

12. Will you please ______________  down these chairs to the 

table so people don’t steal them?  
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Answer Key 
 

 

 

 

 

Worksheet 5 

1. lashing 

2. battering 

3. predict 

4. painstaking 

5. glide 

6. propel 

7. loyal 

8. propelled 

9. glides 

10. predicted 

11. batter 

12. lash  


